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CENPL coliωted， evaluated and compiled nuclear basic constants and
model parameters, which are from the studies of nuclear physics for several tens
of years, and made the management and retrieval by computer. It is of funda
mental importance for nuclear physics. It wilt be very important and valuable
for basic researches of nuclear physics, applications of nuclear energy and nu
clear technology, .and other scientifical fields ( such like astrophysics and nucle
ar chemistry).

(;EI~PL consists of two parts, data files and management-retrieval code
system. The data files store evaluated nuclear basic constants and model
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parameters according to 臼rtain format of ωmput町 which can be printed out
回sily with table format. The management-retrieval cod臼臼n retrieve related
information for various parameters. It饵n also make a comparison between
parameters from different authors and help u回rs to choo回 and retrieve the re
quired parameters.

The management-retrieval code system provid臼 two retrieval ways. One is
for single nucleus ( SN ) which retriev臼 relatcdp缸ameters for one nucleus
( Z ,A. ) only. Another is. retrieval for neutron reaction ( NR ) which can re
trieve 由e required. p;缸副netl町-s for target nucleus ( Z ,A. ) and the relevant
residual nuclei with all possible reaction channels according to user's ch∞se

from four popular u部d fast neutron reaction model codes (MUP, FUP, UNF
and a code including reaction processes until fourth with emissions of y, n, p
and ex ). The retrieved parameters will be put in an output data file with the
fixed format, this output file can be u臼d as input data file for the four type of
ωdesmentioned above after format transformation.

CENPL-I contains six sub-libraries, their progresses are as the following:

1 ATOMIC MASSES AND CHARACfERISTIC CONSTANTS
FOR NUCLEAR GROUND STATES SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL-MCC)

MCC file contains atomic mas臼s and mass exces回s， most of them are the
experimental data and the systematics results compiled by A.H.Wapstra et al.!'),
the remains are the thωretical values calculated by P.Molleret alP) ( 1991 ver
sion ). The total nuclear binding energy arc deduced from the mass excesses.
The atomic masses of exotic nuclei quite far from the vaney of stability are very
important for astrophysics research. The above requirement is paid attention to
inourMCC日Ie. The data for 4760 nuclides have been put into MCC file.

Most of the half-lives, spins and parities for nuclear ground states are
taken from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File which is the ultimate
product of a data-evaluation network organized by IAEA. The others are
taken from Nuclear Wallet CardslJ) ( J990 version ). The isotope abundances
are compiled by N. E. Holden(4).

The single nucleus retrieval code has been finished in MCC sub-library.
Not only the data mentioned above but also other data, which are deduced
from mass excesses , can be provided by using the code system too; for example,
separation energies of neutron, proton, deuteron, trit9n, ~e， (I， 缸， 2p and de·
但y energies of It" and IT decay can be obtained as the combinations of atomic
masses.
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2 DISCRETE LEVEL SCHEMES AND BRANCH RATIOS OF
l' DECAY SUB-LIBRARY (CENPL-DLS)

One of the most time-consuming activiti，臼 in nuclear model code input is
the preparation of evaluated data d出cribing 由edi缸rete level structure of all
由er四dual nuclei involved in a complex nuclear reaction.

DLS file will begin with retrieval from 由e Evaluated Nuclear Structure
Data File. It is important to recognize that 白白c files contain onlyexperimental
information, which in many cases must be supplemented by evaluated data (扎
窝. branching ratios) in order to be u臼d for practical cross 臼ction calculations.
It is noted that CENPL will have his owe. format and corresponding α)(fe sys
tern for retrieving these data.

3 LEVEL DENSITY PARAMETERS SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL-LDL)

There are the following two files in LDL: experimental data file relative to
level density ( LRD ) and level density parameters file ( LDP ).

LRD file includes s-wave average level spacing Do. radioactive capture
明dth r: at neutron separation ener町. and cuml巾tive number No of low-Iy
ing levels. Data for about 3ωnuclideswere collected and recommended by us
in order to obtain two 饵ts of new level density parameters[S.6) for the composed

four-parameter formula and back-shifted Fermi gas model in 1983 and 1987
respectively.

LDP file includes six 饵ts of level density parameters for two popularly
used level density formula, which are composed four-parameter formula and
back-shifted Fermi gas fonnula. The first one contains the parameters of
Gilbert et a1.[ 7). Cook et a1.( 5; and ours( 均. The second one contains the
parameters of rigid and half-rigid body of Dilg et a l.(9J and ours(6). LDP file wiIJ

also contain the level density parameters oflgnatyuk et al.
Single nucleus retrieval code has been written in this sub-library. U回rean

retrieve D，φ No and ~ and any 臼t of level density parameters. In order to
help users to 臼lect better level density parameters. Do and No of different lev
el density parameters can be calculated and compared with the experimental da
臼 in LRD file by using the code system.

4 GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE PARAMETERS FOR
'V-RAY STRENGTH FUNCTION SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL-GDP)
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GDP file collects the giant dipole resonance parameters of 102 nuclid臼

from JIV to 2J'Pu. the integrated cro路 sections and their moments of the giant
dipolcr臼onance for photonuclear reaction of 141 nuclides from IH to~
ωmpiledby Dietrich and BermanIIO

].

In consideration of that there are no experimental data of由e giant dipole
resonan，臼 parametl町s for some nuclei and 由句 are necessary in practi但I calcu
lations of r回.ction cross sections. 由c cc:地e syst，臼D can provide the parameters
z四uired by retrieving from GDP data file 明白 replacement. interpolation or
using町stematicsformula RSpecti~ly.according to different case.

There are two retrieva! way for single nucleus ( SN ) and neutron reaction
( NR ) in the code system. The data file and code system have been finished and
但n be provided for using. It is needed to extend 由e experimental data of the
giant dipole resonance parameters and to improve the systematics formula
which is being studied.

5 FISSION BARRIER PARAMETER SUB-LIBRARY
(CENPL-FBP)

FBP file consists of three tables: the first table contains the fission barrier
parameters for 51 nuclides from 2弛fh to mer recommended by Lynn! II). The
second table contains ones of 46 nuclides from m", to mef obtained by Rack
et aI.I12

]. through analysis of the experimental data measured by means of direct
reaction in 1974. The last one comes from Ohsawa's results which are obtained
in 1987 through analysis of fission cross section for 24 actinide nuclides
from 2J2Pa to mef.

At present. the data file and the management and retrieval code SYSl臼n of
FBP sub-library have been finished. The ωde system can retrieve the fission
barrier parameters for a single nucleus and the related nuclei with the 仰，0，

帆，nf) and 帆，2nO reaction pro臼白白. User can compare the different parameten
from the three tables mentioned above. the cho钝it parameters or all out of
them to put into the output file for using.

6 OPTICAL MODEL PARAMETERS SUB-LIBRARY (
CENPL一OMP)

As the first step, the data file about the global optical model parameters for
neutron and charged particle is being set up. As the complication and
variousness of OMP, the file will give out the formula expressions which can be
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used in optical model calculation aα:oRting to 也e input information of the tar
JCt nucleus, projectile and incoming CI阳'目缸咀apre寸罚aleulation with a opti
calm创lei code including in 由自由h

τ2皿雷ωnd step is 割tiDg up a data fdc of OMP which is 国cd in calcula
画。as for com回de neutron data iD CENDL. ENDF / 8-6. JENDL-3缸lCI so

011. Tbcsc parameters are帽ry important and valuable for practical appIicaωID.
siDeC most of these puamcten w自e obtaiDed by the optimized D因如us 每回cifac

OMP 1broU&h fitting the u阴阳.cd.apea imeatal data in an eI阳Dr审OD. There
fore we have faxed a standa础。p山al potential form , which not only suits m倒
阴阳恼。ptiall pof幅tial forms but also inYo]~回 the 阴mible tcnckncy of opti
创 m创lei potential 缸"胁"时时. This data 自Ie is bein, set up by means of
dBASE methωfor the convenience of the fonnat trans~:Jnn and output ac
ωrding to r鸭山at format. The third Sl，句 win furtt暗r expand the file, in which
由e opti饵1mωel parameten from more nuclides and more literature will be
ωmpilcd.

The basic function of 由e mana伊nent and retr;eval code system for the
OMP sub-library has been dec:划ed， i.e. tI昭 code system n创。nly can retrieve
由e required optical model paramete币， but alω 叫.culate the optical model
ero辑挺etion by 由e optical model code included in th臼 system and compare
with the experimental data.

As mentioned above a remarkable proJl'笛s has.been made about CENPL
in the past year. There are six sub-librari，饵， the data file and
mana醉ment-retrievalcode system for GDP-I and FBP-I bave been finished.
The data file and part of cωe system (SN retrieval) for MCC-I and LDL-I
have been finished tω. These sub-libra白白 have be used now, DLS and OMP
are being built and some progress have been made. The next step is to finish all
sub-libraries and to improve and 院deetω，me sub-libraries further. Finally,
All sub-librari臼 are assembled in Chinl隙 Evaluated Nuclear Parameter Libra
ry-CENPL.

Ms. Zhang Limin, Mr. lin Yongli , Zhao Fengquan. Sun Zhengjun, Drs.
Ma Gonggui (Si Chuan University), Vao Lishan (Shaan Xi Normal Universi·
ty), Zhu Yaoyin ( Jj Lin University) et al. take part in the above works and reo
Jated activiti饵，

We would like to thank NDS, IAEA and NNDC, BNL for providing us
with the data tapes on mass ex臼sses and Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data
File and 切 on.
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EXFOR

NUCLEAR DATA BASE SYSTEM AND

EXPERIMENTAL NEUTRON DATA LIBRARY

Liang Qichang Sun Zheng归n

(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER, IAE)

Under the IAEA expert assistance, the EXFOR data base system devel
oped by NNDC, U. S. A. has b饵n transported to our Micro-VAX∞mputer

atCNDC.
The EXFOR data base system for experimental nuclear data consists of

two parts, one is 由e pro饵臼ing code system for the nuclear data compilation in
EXFOR format and format checking, another is the storage and retrieve
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